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The creepy Ice Wolf, the little Ice Kitty and                                                                           
the scared jungle Tiger 

 

There were three tigers hunting together. One of them was a jungle tiger, the other one was a 
snow tiger, and the last one was the gray tiger. The Snow tiger and the gray tiger got lost! And the jungle 
tiger was alone. The jungle tiger got scared and saw a house, so he decided to go inside. The tiger heard 
a door bell, and saw the forest turning to ice and snow, like winter is coming, but he didn’t know why. 
Then he heard a wolf saying: 

-Ding-Dong - I know you can hear me. Open up the door! 

At the same time it heard a little kitty saying the same thing! The tiger got really scared and ran 
upstairs! He saw a creepy little Ice kitty. And the Ice kitty said: 

-I only wanna play a little! - with a cute smile on its little kitten face. 

The tiger ran away and got outside, while the Ice wolf scratched the tiger. The scratch on the tiger 
was freezing and turning to ice. The tiger ran away even more and tried to hide. The wolf said: 

-Ding-Dong - you can’t keep me waiting. It’s already too late for you to try and RUN AWAY! 

The Ice kitty joined too! 

-We see you through the window, our eyes are locked together! - with a creepy smile, and sharp 
teeth! 

The tiger ran even more and more and MORE! He could not stop at all. He got so tired. The Ice 
kitty said the same thing it said to the black cat that died: 

-I will catch you! 

The tiger was so scared he ran to the other direction and the Ice Wolf said 

-I can sense your horror! I would like to see it closer! 

The Ice kitty teleported to the jungle tiger and smiled creepy at it, with black eyes and ink for 
tears, the tiger was really scared and ran to the jungle side of the forest. The Ice Wolf said 

-Ding-Dong - here I come to find you! HURRY UP AND RUUUUN! Lets play a little game and have 
fun! 

https://baalroom-static.s3.amazonaws.com/media/files/contests/Spooky%20Story%20Writing%20Contest/The_ice_cat_and_the_black_cat.pdf


The jungle tiger saw a bush and decided to hide under its leaves. And the little ice kitty said: 

-Ding-Dong - where is it you gone to? DO YOU THINK YOU’VE WON!? Our game of hide and seek 
has just began! 

-I hear your footsteps taping loudly trough the hallways! - the Ice wolf joined too - I can hear your 
sharp breaths! You’re not very good at hiding. 

The jungle tiger got scared and ran away so fast, and the Ice Wolf got really close and bite the 
jungle tiger. The bite was really strong, freezing the tiger’s leg and froze its body, freezing him to death, 
because it could not breathe. The little Ice kitty and the Ice wolf were so happy. 

 

But how did they become friends? And how does the Ice Wolf have had the same powers? 

We will see in PART 3. 
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PART 3/3 

                 The Ice kitty and the Ice wolf’s 
                                       Past 
 

Long – long time ago, there was a little kitty known as “the hated kitty”. The little kitty used to 

have extra-natural powers (superpowers) and heal other cats and animals. But it soon got hated, because 

no one was getting hurt again, so everyone hated the Nature kitty. The kitty was so sad it left the Natural 

cats territory and ran to its favorite territory - “The Ice snowy territory”. 

The nature kitty saw a cave, went inside and saw a spirit. The little nature kitty touched the spirit 

and then teleported to a forest named “The darkness of moonlights”. It saw a wolf that was really hurt. 

The Nature cat got closer and healed it with its powers. The wolf was feeling better, they started a 

conversation, soon becoming friends. Every cat hated the Nature kitty, and every wolf hated the wolf 

because it was howling so much at the moon, that it made the moon color become blue. The other wolves 

wanted to make the moon red colored, while they made the moon purple instead. It takes a long time to 

make it red again. The nature kitty and the wolf saw a spirit that was frozen and they were confused. Got 

closer to the spirit and touched it to see if it works. Instead, the spirit exploded and turned everything into 

ice and snow. 

The Little kitty and the wolf woke up and they were turning everything to ice and every wolf and 

cat hated them even more. The Nature kitty turned into the Ice kitty and the wolf turned into the Ice wolf? 

All the cats and all the wolves hated them so they had enough and became evil and started killing the 

whole Natural cat’s territory, and the whole darkness of moonlights territory froze to death. Every wolf 

and cat was dying, even the other animals started hating them and they died too. Every single animal 

could not survive, they were freezing to death. The Ice kitty and the Ice wolf were so happy, and killed 

every animal in all territories. They were so happy that they can be alone with no one else. The forest was 

so cold that even the fluffiest and the animals that had so much fur could not survive. It was so cold, that 

only the Ice kitty and the Ice Wolf could survive. 
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